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About Sitehood 
SiteHood commenced operations in 2011 

in Central Europe, Eastern Europe, Middle 

East, Asia, Australia and New – Zealand. 

SiteHood provides solutions to thousands 

of websites customers that enjoy a 

powerful technology as well as courteous 

and personal customer service. 

SiteHood produced a requested and 

efficient solution for websites that 

improves the conversion processes of 

visitors to actual transactions. SiteHood's 

customers report hundreds percent 

increase of in sales and customer 

satisfaction at the various sites. 

SiteHood using websites divides to a 

broad spectrum of segments, including all 

fields of e-commerce, catalog and 

informational sites, special services sites 

and more. 

SiteHood is a "SAAS" technology which is 

based on the company servers located at 

strategic points all over the world. 

SiteHood customers are not required to 

download or install software of any kind, 

the complete system is located in 

SiteHood's cloud. 

SiteHood includes hundreds of tools for 

managing sales and customer service in 

real time - online. 

Website owners who install the SiteHood 

service are exposed to vast amounts of 

information about visitor activity on their 

site, who are the visitors, what product 

are they watching, where they arrive 

from, whether they are new to the site or 

not, what was their browsing history in 

the site, what were their chat 

conversations in previous visits and more 

valuable information. 

Strong and effective subsystems are 

available to customers for the 

management of all services. A 

management console which concentrated 

all the visitors tickets for contacting them 

in real time, a history system that 

preserves and records all visitor activity 

on the site, a statistics system that include 

live data tables that reflect the activity of 

visitors , a Leads terminal which displays 

all orders and transactions carried out on 

the site. 

Among other things, SiteHood enables 

users to login to the SiteHood's chat with 

their user profile on Facebook, the site 

representatives can receive and see all 

their social information. 

SiteHood can be implemented on every 

virtual asset. The company's main 

website, Facebook page, blogs, mini-sites, 

landing pages, banners and 

more.SiteHood concentrates all visitors of 

all the virtual assets into the management 

console and allows the operators to 

contact them in real time. 

SiteHood is a powerful system with 

proven ability to increase the percentage 

of sales on the web. 

 

 

 



 

Sitehood's features 

Registration and install 
Registration to Sitehood takes no longer than a few minutes. 

The site representatives perform a simple registration to Sitehood much like opening 

an account in any standard website. They validate the email address with a code 

sent to it and continue to add the designated site where Sitehood will be installed. 

After the site is registered to the account, the representatives will receive a unique 

short script (line of code) to implement in the site. 

Installing the chat is done by adding the script to the website's cod. Immediately after 

adding it, Sitehood becomes active and starts monitoring the websitevisitors. 

The chat activity and management is conducted on Sitehoods main website. 

Registered Representatives connect using their username and password,Sitehood is 

accessible using any Internet-connected computer or mobile smart phone. 

There is no need to download and install the software on any host computer. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The control panel 
All the chat conversations management and the visitors monitoring are conducted in 

one control panel within the representative account on Sitehood's main site. 

Sitehood detects every visitor upon entering the website and displays important data 

about him. 

The obtained information is: 

 Visiting Time on the site and in the current page in particular 

 Is it a new or a returning visitor 

 The visitor's IP address 

 The web browser type used by the visitor 

 The webpages the visitors browse since they entered the site 

 If it's a returning visitor – All former conversations according to visit dates. 

 Former representatives comments about the visitor 

 Visual and vocal indications regarding message sending, open chat, and site 
entrance 

 Contact information form including the visitor's full name and contact details 

 The handling representative (Currently speaking to this visitor) 

This information is displayed for each visitor even if there is yet to be chat 
conversation with them 

 

 

 



 

In addition Sitehood provides the ability to initiate a chat conversation any given time. 

The site visitors are displayed in a sortable and filterable list. 

In the control panel there is one main chat window which allows conducting unlimited 

number of chat conversations simultaneously. 

By choosing one of the visitors in the list, the chat conversation with him will be 

displayed in this window and will replace another conversation that can be returned 

to later on. 

To make the chat management more efficient there are several actions available: 

● Transfer chat visitors between agents 

● Rename visitors and comment about them 

● Mark certain visitors to for tracking purposes 

● Use prepared sentences system which is sorted to categories for typing time 
saving 

● Sending public messages to certain visitors group manually 

The control panel includes an automated chat routing system for relating visitors to 

agents according to several rules: 

● Load distribution between agents 

● Prioritize agents who previously spoke with the visitor 

● Departments and skill relation 

The routing system allows setting a maximal conversation capacity for every agent 

preventing conversation clutter in the chat center. 

It is also possible to manually transfer visitors between agents, pull out visitors from 

the waiting queue and more. 

You can set the chat system to be online or offline as well as change the availability 

of every agent. Respectively you can create suitable automatic messages to both the 

online and offline statuses. 

Also, Sitehood provides the ability to send messages and contact forms by Email 

when the chat is offline. 

In the control panel, every agent receives visual and vocal notifications when visitors 

enter the site or send messages. 

During the chat conversation, the agent can manually send every visitor a contact fill 

form and even a Facebook like button for the company's Facebook page. 



 

You can handle multiple websites as well as every other virtual asset under the same 

control panel. 

Connecting the control panel to every virtual asset allows the agents to chat with all 

prospect visitors all over the web. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The chat toolbar on the site 
Sitehood enables a flexible setting of the chat bar position on the site. You can define 

the exact position of the chat in every desired section of the site. 

It is also possible to choose a suitable skin color for the chat out of variety of colors. 

Sitehood allows website owners to change the chat bar design with CSS and upload 

their unique design by contacting Sitehood's support. 

In the chat tool bar on the site, the visitor can receive vocal notifications about 

agent's messages, print or send the conversation by email, change his name and 

more. 

Next to the chat window, there are other components on the tool bar that can help 

promote products and special sales. You can create a small shop with product that 

will display their photos and relate to their webpage. You can also set a new window 

and keep your visitors updated and latest news. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Departments and skills 
Sitehood system allows dividing the site to departments by relevant pages. 

The purpose of dividing the departments is to filter the list of visitors according to 

these departments, activate delayed messages in selected pages only and mainly to 

give priority to certain operators in the conversation routing based on skills. 

The department in which every visitor is currently browsing is displayed on a unique 

visitor card in the visitors list of the control panel. 

Related agents will be prioritized in the chat routing when visitors from their 

department will contact the chat center. 

The departments system includes a delayed messages system that provides the 

ability to create different messages for different departments and pages.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Agents management 
Sitehood's chat includes an advanced automatic routing system that allows creating 

different agents under the chat account, granting permissions to every agent and 

automatically distributing chat conversations between the agents according to 

availability, previous conversations, departments and pages. 

In every main account, you can create agents when each of them is a unique 

Sitehood account of its own with a username and password. Every agent receives 

his own identity including a name, photo and role. 

To prevent agents from being overwhelmed with conversations, you can limit the 

capacity of chat conversations that every agent can manage simultaneously. The 

chat capacity will make sure other visitors will be routed to other available agents or 

to a waiting queue. 

The waiting queue will notify the visitor that the agents are occupied and will 

automatically relate him when an agent finishes his former conversations and 

becomes available again. 

The agents system includes certain permission and accessibility preferences. You 

can grant or restrict every agent with permissions such as: 

● System pages access (History interface, Leads terminal, etc.) 

● The ability to see visitors that are not related to this agent 

● The ability to take over or transfer visitors between agents 

● The ability to send public messages to all of the site's visitors 

In addition, you can relate the agent to certain pages or departments and grant him 

with priority in the chat routing based on his skills. 

Besides the regular chat agents, it is possible to set a "leads coordinator" agents. 

This way the agent will only receive conversations manually from other agents and 

won't take part in the automatic routing. Additionally, leads coordinators is designed 

to manage the leads in the advanced interactive leads terminal. 

When multiple websites is handled in the same Sitehood account, you can decide 

which of them will be related to the agents so they will be active only on those sites 

and will not receive conversations or even see visitors from other websites. 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

The Leads system 
Sitehood provides lead generating system via the chat. 

Although the main purpose of the system - to manage the entire sale progress in the 

chat, there are certain segments of different sizes and audiences that require 

generating leads from the site visitors and follow up by phone or any other means. 

There is a unique form for every visitor on the site enabling the agent to copy the 

details from the chat conversation to it fairly easy. 

The lead form is a smart fill form that prevents duplicate lead sending and requires 

contact fields to be filled before saving. 

With this form the agent can save the visitor's personal information, contact details, 

requests and any other information gathered from the chat. You can also set the 

urgency level, relate the lead to a certain lead coordinator and set a future return 

time. The system will save this data and update the lead terminal accordingly. 

Every lead generated is saved in the system, being sent to preset Email addresses 

and pops in the lead terminal. Also the leads details is added to the visitor's card in 

the visitors list. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The leads terminal 

The leads system includes an advanced terminal for lead-coordinators where they 

can receive new leads and handle them just like a CRM system. 

The terminal displays a sortable and filterable table with all received leads and allows 

editing the leads with a special form. 

The leads terminal is dynamic and updated continually so every time a lead is 

generated or updated the system indicates with a vocal and visual notification. 

You can set a proper time for a lead to be marked as an exception. Leads that 

haven’t been dealt with by the agent after a reasonable time will be marked in red so 

the agents will notice it. 

Leads that were set to future return time will appear only in the appropriate time. 

In addition, you can send the leads manually from the terminal to any Email address. 

You can set agents to be leads coordinators and make them active on the lead 

terminal alone and not in the live chat conversations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The settings interface 
All of the system's settings can be edited under a settings interface within the admin's 

account in Sitehood. 

Every setting, message creating, enable or disable sounds and more is done in a few 

simple steps in this interface. 

The interface includes these settings among others: 

● Adding multiple websites to the account 

● Activating and choosing different notification sounds 

● Set work hours for the live chat activity 

● Activating and setting series of automatic messages 

● Setting Email addresses for offline messages 

● Creating and editing a prepared sentences reservoir and categories by 
agents or by websites. 

● Creating and managing agent accounts 

● Creating and managing site departments 

● Setting the chat tool bar's components, positioning, colors, contact forms and 
more 

● Creating news and a product shop on the chat toolbar. Adding news feeds 
and products with images, description and links 

 



 

Automatic messages array 
Sitehood system allows adding number of automatic messages with different 

meaning for facilitating the agents' activity when contacting every visitor in the site 

and maximizing the chat effectiveness. 

In fact, these messages address the site visitors on behalf of the agents. 

Also there are system messages that designed to inform the visitors about the chat 

availability, the agent responsible for them and more. 

Every message in Sitehood system can be edited or disabled so the system 

becomes customized and suitable to the requested level of activeness. 

The different messages types: 

● Opening message – Sent to every single visitor the second they enter the site 
when the chat is online 

● Offline message – Sent to visitors who open the chat when it is offline 

● Unanswered message – Sent to visitors during an active conversation if they 
didn't receive an answer after a pre-determined time period 

● Delayed messages – Sent to every visitor after a pre-determined browsing 
time in the site or in certain department when the chat is online 

● System messages – Sent to inform the visitors about the chat and agent's 
14vailability 

● Prepared sentences – Creating prepared sentences and dividing them to 
categories for typing time saving 

Sitehood also sends emails with messages and contact forms filled by visitors when 

the chat is offline. 

 



 

The History interface 
Every website visit and every chat conversation are saved in Sitehood's secured 

database. 

With a designated interface, you can watch visits and conversations history in any 

given time. 

This interface allows viewing each and every message sent in chat individually, 

calculate accurate data for quality control purposes and run history searches by 

number of different variables: 

● Display all of the site's visits in the selected time period 

● Display unread messages when the chat was offline or in general 

● Display all conversations including search by minimal number of messages 
per conversation 

The search result display in the history page allows examine every visitor, his 

browsing details and his conversation information. 

Additionally there's a filtering system for the search results by agents, visitors, 

webpages and free text. 

Besides the information display in the interface itself, you can export all the 

information into an Excel file for other statistical manipulations or uploading to a 

separate system. 

 



 

The statistics interface 
The statistic interface allows constant monitoring about the statistics of the chat and 

the website traffic. 

This interface is designed to enable the site owners to keep track of the site's number 

of visits, peak hours and popular pages. 

This data is vital for the site's customer service and quality control and supply 

effective tools to improve the management of the products and services on the site 

and to examine advertising campaigns effectiveness. 

There are several charts and tables in the statistics interface: 

● Site visits chart by days 

● A comparison chart between unique visitors and their visits 

● Webpages table by popularity 

● Number of conversations per agent by number of messages in each 
conversation 

● Peak hours of site visits for every day 

● Site visits per hours 

● Referring websites pie chart 

The statistic data is being updated continuously. Every search displays the most 

current data in real time. 

 

 



 

Social Sitehood 
Sitehood gives much attention to the important value of social networking. Sitehood 

incorporates a number of components that enable to promote the business use of 

social networking. 

Collecting "likes" via chat 

Sitehood provides the ability to send a "like" button of your fan page to any vsitor 

within the chat.This way the visitor agrees to like your page with just on click as a 

part of the chat conversation. 

Adding Sitehood's chat to your Facebook fan page 

Your customers spend time on your Facebook fan page just as they are on the 

website. Therefore there is a significant need to provide available service also on the 

fan page. Sitehood allows adding the chat also to your Facebook page so you can 

provide immediate response to your customers. 

Login to Sitehood with Facebook 

Websites visitors like to connect using their Facebook account. Sitehood developed 

an app that allows every visitor to connect to the chat system with their Facebook 

account. This means that the operators will identify the visitors using their contact 

information on Facebook and their profile picture will be displayed in the visitors' 

list.This way you can personally address the visitors by their name as they enter the 

site. 

Sitehood's Facebook app requests to register only once. On their future visits the 

visitors will be connected automatically to with their Facebook account. 

In addition, Sitehood allows all its users to view the Facebook details of all visitors 

regardless of the site where they made their registration. So that visitors that 

connected to the chat using their Facebook in one website will be identified by their 

Facebook details in all other Sitehood using websites. 

It's always nice to know who you talk with and even see their picture. 



 

 

Benefits and improvements 

Website conversions 
 

SiteHoodusing websites enjoy significant improvement in the conversion percentage 
rate. 

With SiteHood, a single agent in the website can chat with an average of 5 visitors 
simultaneously. 

The average conversion of sites visits to chat conversations is 6% 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statistics data suggest that a website without live chat software keeps an average 
visits to lead conversion rate of about0.7%. 

We also witness a very poor actual transaction conversion. The average transaction 
rate is about 0.1% out of the total site visits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With SiteHoodservice, these numbers change substantially. 

The visits to leads conversion rate rises to an average of3.5%. 

The visits to actual transaction conversion rate rises to an average of0.5%. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operational savings 
It is known that companies spend fortune to man call centers that provide telephone 
customer service to prospects coming from the website. A phone operator can only 
speak with one prospect at once. 

Companies that chose to install SiteHoodattached their call centers directly to the 
chat system on their website. A chat using website provides a great deal of 
operational saving due to number of obvious reasons: 

1 Trivial and simple contact is handled and filtered right at the chat phase and 
don't bother the service center. 

2 World trend suggests that visitors prefer instantly chatting rather than wait in 
the call routing system of the service center on the phone. 

3 A single phone agent can only handle one conversation at a time while a chat 
agent can handle about five conversations simultaneously. 

4 The phone call center will receive only valuable important calls that require 
personal response. 

5 The data indicate that a company choosing to use the chat service saves 
service related operational expanses of up to 30%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sitehood's Staff is available for you at any 
time 

 
Customer service Email: 

info@sitehood.co.il 
 

Support department 
Email:support@sitehood.co.il 

 

www.SiteHood.com 

www.SiteHood.com.au 


